
  Minutes of Hammond Historic District Commission 

January 18, 2017 11:00A.M. 

Hammond City Council Chamber- 312 East Charles 

 

 Meeting called to order by Mr. Ryan Faulk at 11:00am. Verification of meeting notice given. 

  Roll call taken.  Present: Ryan Faulk, Barbara McKaskle, Jessica Shirey, Marguerite Walter, Susan 

Owens and Howard Nichols. Absent- Shauna Seals  

 Approval of minutes from December 21, 2016. Motion to accept by Mrs. Walter Second by Mrs. Shirey. 

Vote taken with unanimous approval 

 Motion to amend the agenda to include public input from Luke Ohlinger by Mr. Nichols. Second by Mrs. 

Shirey. Vote taken with unanimous approval 

 New Business:  

 200 North Railroad- Signage- application presented by Mr. Blake Kinchen. Mr. Kintchen’s application 

was to move the neon sign from his existing business to his new location. The business address 200 North 

Rail Road is not an address that faces the District, but the sign will be mounted to the Morris side of the 

building which does face the district and requires approval. Mrs. Ricketts consulted City Attorney Andre’ 

Coudrain to be certain, and Mr. Coudrain agreed that the sign would need to be approved by the 

Commission based on its placement on the building. Mrs. Owens noted that the application stated that the 

sign would be bolted through the brick wall and asked if it did not need to be specified that it should be 

attached to the mortar. Mrs. Ricketts asked if that was required as this was new construction and not 

historic brick. Mrs. Walter agreed that it should be attached to the mortar, and the applicant assured them 

it would be bolted through the mortar.  

 Motion to accept by Mr. Nichols Second by Mrs. Owens. Vote taken with unanimous approval * Mrs. 

Owens asked that the applicant make a notation that the sign would be bolted to the mortar and initial the 

revision. Mrs. Ricketts made a notation and Mr. Kinchen initial the notation* 

 

 Old Business 

1. 411 West Thomas Street-signage- application presented by Mr. Ngyuen from Pro Signs and Graphic 

of Metairie. Mrs. Ricketts notified the Commission that the position of the sign may need to be 

modified to meet the City sign ordinance and Mrs. Schillace who was in attendance told the 

Commission that to have the proper sight triangles the sign location may need to be moved slightly to 

the West, she also informed them that the materials also needed to comply with the Thomas Morris 

overlay regulations for signage. Mrs. Ricketts informed the Commission that Monica Moreira, the 

sign shop owner had emailed her and clarified that the sign would have a stucco finish. Mr. Faulk 

asked if the measurements and design would be the same. Mr. Ngyuen. Said yes the only things that 

changed was the location that was originally on the corner and it was moved towards the entrance. 

Mrs. Ricketts asked Mrs. Schillace if that was within the City Ordinance. She said she could not tell 

as there was no sight triangle on the drawing. Mrs. Ricketts asked if the Historic District Commission 

could approve the design, and the placement be finalized by planning and zoning when the applicant 

came before them. She said yes that would be possible. Mr. Faulk made a motion to accept the 

application as presented with the notation that sign material is stucco and not metal, an aluminum 

structure with a stucco finish, placement to be confirmed by Planning and Zoning. Second by Mrs. 

Walter. Vote taken with unanimous approval. Mr. Faulk asked if there was any public input on the 

application. Mayor Panepinto commented by thanking the business for their contribution to the 

community.  



 

 

2. 113 North Oak Street- Exterior renovations- Mr. Faulk recused himself and handed the meeting over to 

Vice-Chair Mr. Howard Nichols. Application presented by Pierre Theriot and Jeffery Smith of Holly and 

Smith Architects- Mr. Nichols made a motion to accept the changes that have been produced by 

Holly and Smith for the development of a restaurant at the building is such a significant piece of 

Downtown architecture, and with the proviso, that appropriate screening of the garbage be 

developed, and approved with a later submission. Second by Mrs. McKaskle. Vote taken with 

unanimous approval.  See attached transcription for details  

 

 

3. 116 North Cate Street 

Application presented by Mr. Dan Lambert to raise the iron railing on the façade of the building. He was 

accompanied by his contractor. The plan was to cut off the existing railing and add six inches to it to 

make it safe. The contractor added that it was at 36 inches and it would be raised to 42 to make it safer.  

Mrs. Ricketts asked a procedural question Mr. Lambert had submitted the plan for the railing at the last 

meeting, and it had not been approved, but the remainder of his changes had. There was no application for 

the railing to be reviewed at this current meeting. She asked if the application that had already been 

approved was completed and a new application was required. A COA for the previous application had 

already been approved. Mr. Nichols made a motion to approve the proposal on the submission of another 

form to keep the paper work straight. Mrs. Shirey made the second vote taken with unanimous approval  

Mr. Faulk asked if there was any public input. There was no public input. 

 

 Public input from Mr. Luke Ohlinger about the expansion of the Hammond Historic District. The 

Commission discussed and answered his questions. There were several other residents that also were 

present to discuss the matter. Mrs. Pat Macaluso was concerned that there was information being 

presented that was inaccurate and should be addressed by the Commission. Mr. Nichols suggested a letter 

to the newspaper. Mrs. Shirey thought it best that the Commission not comment on any information as the 

Commission had already made their determination, and there was misinformation from both sides.  

 

Motion to adjourn made by Mrs. Shirey second by Mr. Faulk vote taken with unanimous approval.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Transcription of the presentation of an application for exterior renovations to the building at 113 North Oak Street to 
the Hammond Historic District January 18, 2017. Commission members present were, Chairman Mr. Ryan Faulk (RF), 
who as an employee of the architecture firm Holly and Smith, who were presenting the application, recused himself 
from the discussion during the review and the vote. Vice-Chair Mr. Howard Nichols (HN), Mrs. Susan Owens (SO), Mrs. 
Marguerite Walter (MW), Mrs. Barbara McKaskle (BM), and Mrs. Jessica Shirey (JS). Administrative Officer of the 
Commission Mrs. Melanie Ricketts (MR). Architects Pierre Theriot (PT), and Jeffery Smith (Smith). Members of the public 
in attendance also made comments about the application they include, Mr. John Guerin, Mr. Saul Rubio tenant of the 
building, Mr. John Wong, Mr. Jay Hardin, Mr. Greg Drude.  
 
(RF) Moving on, we’ve got 113 North Oak Street, exterior renovations. At this time I’m going to recuse myself and turn it 
over to the Vice Chair. 
(PT) Ok, I’m Pierre Theriot with Holly and Smith architects here representing Mr. Saul Rubio. Our address in 208 North 
Cate Street. Hammond Louisiana. We are coming back to you today with a slightly modified set of drawings, and giving 
you a new rendering from a different angle, and the changes that have been made have been subtractive to what we 
presented last time so I’ll just go down the list and let you know what we deleted. So the fence along Oak Street that 
was in front of the deck, we deleted that, the trellis that you walk under from the parking lot we’ve deleted that, and 
we’ve deleted the changes to the parking lot, we’re going to leave the parking the way it is, and the screen over by 
where, facing the park, the fence we had facing the park we’ve deleted that as well. That was there to screen the 
garbage cans, I think we deleted it because we sensed, I guess some displeasure from the board on that fence so we 
would like to know what you prefer to screen the garbage. We suggest landscaping, boxwood specifically, but the 
entrance ways cut into the bar section are still part of the application, we would like to ask that you approve it as 
submitted. 
(JS) inaudible. 
(PT) Last time you asked about an arborist we’re meeting with John Benton from Bayou Tree Service tomorrow he’s 
going to do a, he’s going to give us recommendations on how to prep and prepare and fertilize the tree.  
MW- Have you talked to the City Arborist at all. 
PT- No, Not yet. 
HN- Did you make any provisions for water. 
PT I suspect he’s going to ask us to do something like that, but I don’t know yet. 
HN- Oh, ok. 
PT- I think he would though want us to provide some kind of irrigation.  
MW- Pierre, did you draw up these plans. 
PT- Not me personally. 
MW Who did draw them up. 
PT Adam (* Adam refers to Mr. Adam Perkins of Dufreche Perkins Landscape Architects). 
MW well he’s not here to ask him. 
PT Well I can answer questions. 
MW- If the part front part of the deck was eliminated would that work? 
PT- Not the whole thing just a portion of it? Which ones? 
MW- That’s what I have a little bit of an issue with This is a notable building one of the few really wonderful Desmond 
buildings left, and I feel like so much in the front there is blocking the architecture of the building and, that to me is a 
problem. I know that’s not the side that traffic is coming on, but still the building it’s self should stand by its self it 
doesn’t have to be that the traffic is going one way or the other.  
SO- So when you walk in from the parking lot you go up to go into the bar area you go up and then back down and what 
is your reason for raising this? 
PT- To get the tree roots.  
SO- definitely for the trees, so if you want to enter the restaurant only you go this way, is that it? 
PT- No, he would prefer to block that door, and not allow entry to that door, the door would stay just the way it is, but 
not used as an entry only an exit for emergency egress. 



MW- ADA? 
PT- emergency egress 
MW- No I meant stepping up and down. 
PT we don’t have any steps, ramps.  
SO- This is all ramps? 
PT –it’s all ramps. 
JS- it’s only a few inches. 
SO- what are the actual dimensions of the deck? I looked at it on my phone prior to the meeting. 
MW I didn’t see that, and I couldn’t find it anywhere. 
PT- inaudible- 20 feet wide this way.  
MW- Are the light poles remaining? 
PT- Light poles are still remaining, trellises are not. 
(At this point Mrs. Walter and Mrs. Shirey made comments that were inaudible) 
PT- So, Marguerite I guess I respectfully disagree with you. 
MW- That’s fine. 
PT- This is laying down on the ground so it’s not blocking. We knew you had problems with this fence so we deleted that 
to respond to your comments, and yeah the deck is only there because he originally wanted to put pavers, but we 
advised him not to do that because it would not be good for the tree roots. 
SO- Where would the garbage cans or dumpster go? 
PT- the plan is still to put them over here, the grease trap and all will go over right here. We still think it’s advisable for 
some sort of screen there, but if you have issue with the fence. 
MR- Pierre, as far as the grease trap goes currently the City regulations require grease traps to be submerged 
PT- yeah it will be submerged. 
MR- so it will be submerged, it won’t be- 
PT- Yeah you won’t see the grease trap. 
MR- So will it be submerged on the exterior. 
PT- yeah but it will help in a sense because you pave over the grease trap, so that where the garbage cans will sit on top 
of-  
MW- So the fence that’s on the side. 
SO- so its garbage cans not a dumpster? 
PT- right, but we’re not proposing anything right now at the moment to screen it, so unless you guys have feedback on it 
JS- They had a fence (inaudible) 
SO- and it matched the other fence. 
PT- And we can put that back if you think- 
SO How do you get to the garbage can? 
PT- There will be this little spot right here (inaudible) 
SO- inaudible. 
HN- Would there be any way to put those underground. 
PT- the Garbage cans? 
HN- Yeah. 
PT- I don’t know? I think I’ve seen that in cities. 
SO- inaudible. 
HN- I’ve seen it in other places. I’m just wondering that may be a mode of getting them out of sight. 
PT- I’ve seen that before. 
JS- There would be something for safety over it so that nobody falls in it. 
PT- I’ll have to do some research on that Howard, I think I’ve seen it before. 
JSM- I don’t know if we can get a drain that’s low enough, a storm drain long enough to drain that area. 
PT- That could be a problem.  
HN- I’m just trying to look at an option. 



MR- So the Garbage cans can’t be in the existing space where the screen is already existing because of the doors? 
PT- It could be there. 
RF- tight. 
PT- But I think he wanted to allow kitchen access. 
MW- the existing screen fence is still going to be there? 
PT- Yes. 
MW- Ok. 
PT- The one we were proposing was out here at the edge of the grass right here, and it would be like an exact 
reproduction of this but only not as tall. 
JS- Half the size. 
PT- six feet. 
Smith- I think the reason we did a different rendering was to show you how little impact what we’re proposing really has 
on the main iconic design of this building and this is the flow of traffic this way and this way. The impact, I think we’re 
actually enhancing the building, and this is minimally impacting. The seating over here is against the brick wall. This 
underutilized space is (inaudible.) There’s a lot of excitement being generated with this now you’re going to be able to 
use the space underneath those oak trees in front of a beautiful John Desmond building. We think it’s a stunning 
addition to our (inaudible) 
SO- Where exactly are the light posts now? 
PT – See the little Hs? 
SO- Yeah I thought that (inaudible), what is the height of them? 
PT- inaudible 
MR- So Pierre, I apologize I had to ask Mr. Ngyuen a question, and I missed the first part of your presentation are we still 
talking about the opening in the wall with the ribbon windows? 
PT- yes 
MR- OK, so were still talking about having an opening in that space? 
PT- two of them. 
MW- Melanie were you able to talk to the state office about, you know is this appropriate for the building were you able 
to- 
MR- the State Office, actually, Pierre talked to the State Office of Historic Preservation (SHPO) and in their opinion, 
unofficially, because if they (the tenant) apply for tax credits they (the SHPO) don’t want to interfere with that process, 
so unofficially, according to the State, “the openings that impact the distinctive ribbon windows would be highly 
inappropriate. Those windows are character defining features and should not be altered in any way. Please understand 
this opinion is regards to technical advice only regarding one proposed opening there is no way a review or dis-approval 
or approval of any tax incentives project or National Register nomination” but they are recommending that altering 
those historic ribbon windows is highly inappropriate. 
SO-Does it mess up the windows? 
MR- Yes. 
Inaudible comments from several people here. 
MR- Removing the bottom, the frame  
SO- of the windows 
MR- Yes because if the point is that they can be replaced, that can’t be guaranteed, and our guidelines are really clear 
about the removal of historic windows and the removal of historic walls 
SO- How high are the windows off the finished floor? 
PT- we looked at that to and we tried to fit a door underneath and let the windows remain as a transom, they were at 
like six foot three 
Smith- Let’s talk about the windows a little bit. Apparently when this building was renovated the Dr.’s office in the sixty’s 
apparently, what was it Pierre? 
PT- 1965 is the date that I found that appeared on a tax. 



Smith- This portion of the building which is recessed back from the main entrance behind the trees was apparently 
added, and tied directly into the masonry to the party wall adjacent to it. The functional spaces in there, some of y’all 
might know if y’all went to the Dr. there, there were exam rooms back there so the exam rooms didn’t want windows 
that came down low, so they had ribbon windows to allow natural light, and you couldn’t see in, so it was a functional 
requirement of the space that the windows be high. I happen to disagree, and I disagreed with the SHPO before and you 
know we’re fighting to bring buildings back into commerce, sometimes you fall in love with a historic building often 
you’ll see them, they’ll sit there and rot away, if you bring them back into commerce sometimes you’ve got to find 
compromise. To me the changing, the functional, changing, of the space into a restaurant, requires that the side be 
amended, now if it was the main historic façade here like where those stone panels, which were tried to get changed 
before, when Pierre was on the Commission, and he fought against it. That was changing a very important feature to the 
architecture of this building which Mr. Desmond envisioned years ago, the ribbon windows I say were functional 
response to what was going on inside the building, now, were changing the functional use, bringing back into commerce, 
and it requires openings there, I don’t think we’re violating the integrity of the architecture by doing it, I respectfully 
disagreed with SHPO, and I might mention that I don’t know if you’ve seen this building,(presenting a photo of another 
structure) I think y’all approved, this is a Desmond design right here. That had store front going all the way to the floor, 
it was out of aluminum and glass, and y’all approved changing it to wood and putting wood bulkhead in it, so I think 
there’s a little bit of a contradiction here to say you can’t do that to this building and you allowed this to happen to this 
mid- century modern 
MR- That building architecturally is not the same level of design as the Alford office, this is a much earlier building, and 
it’s a much higher level of design than that building 
Smith- I still have to disagree with that  
MR- That’s fine 
Smith- as an architect I disagree with you 
MR- As a preservationist I disagree with you 
Smith- In my opinion, so that’s where we are right here, I think we’re sensitively asking for a minimal change to allow the 
building to come back into commerce, and I’ll be glad to sit under that tree with y’all and have a cocktail. 
MR- so as it is, what you’re saying, is that, as it is, the building, without these doors cannot function as a restaurant? 
Without destroying it, without taking out a wall, and putting in two double doors, the building won’t function as a 
restaurant otherwise? Is that the argument? 
PT- That’s irrelevant, that’s loaded. You have to understand the way his business works. To make his business successful 
he feels it’s necessary. 
MR- OK 
JS- When did you say that you presume that addition was made? What year? 
PT- Well the tax registry, or whatever you call it says 1965. That’s the only date we were able to find. 
Smith- Just one more thing too, with the tax situation. The building cannot be certified for tax credits because it’s not, 
our district stops about 1940, So I’m really implore this Commission to do the work necessary to extend the life of your 
Historic District to include Mid Century Modern buildings in your district, because right now they’re not . So this building 
could not get tax credits without that being done. 
MW- Well you all updated the district 
Smith- When we updated Morgan-Lindsey, Michael Holly and I updated that on our own with the SHPO to get it 
updated, with the help of everybody on the Commission at the time, but back then I was able to get Art Deco buildings 
considered. And when the District was founded in 1979 it went 50 years back from then, and that’s what was considered 
historic. You’re going to have to re-certify your district to allow building built in the sixties now be protected, because 
technically this isn’t a historic building according to the regulations, Park Service regulations. 
MR- It’s not included in the National Register Historic District, but it is in the municipal district, and with the SHPO as far 
as the tax credits, I think what you could argue if you were applying for those, is that the building is individually eligible 
for the NRHP (National Register of Historic Places), and you don’t have to have a full nomination if it’s considered eligible 
you may be able to cite that, and- 
PT-You’d still have to go through the process 



MR- yes there’s a process, but the- 
PT-it’s not guaranteed 
MR- no, but it is eligible for regulation within the municipal district, and it is over fifty years old, so it is considered 
historic  
Smith- I realize we got an informal opinion from Alison Saunders, but I will work really hard and I Guarantee you I could 
get this approved. 
MR- Ok, you want to do that first? 
Smith- I’ve done it too many times. 
PT- We have a historic building under construction right now that went through SHPO we worked with Alison Saunders. 
It was an addition to a 1930’s school building in Houma, and there’s a building right next to it that’s a Mid Century, 1950 
something, and  Alison let us cut two holes in the façade to add doors into, to allow access to apartments, so. In the 
main façade. 
SO- So what is the material of the deck? 
PT- Wood 
SO- How is it finished. 
PT- how do you wanted it finished Saul? 
SR- inaudible. 
SO- Solid color stain? 
PT- Yeah that would be fine. 
Commissioners comment inaudible 
PT-It would be treated wood of course, we’d get something that probably matches the color of the steel that’d be cool 
something like a gray 
SO- and you would (inaudible) if we are going to have garbage cans lined up here, I think it would be good to go ahead 
and match the screen, there because it’s not-  
MW- it faces the park and residences  
PT-Hey, we agree so, that’s no problem 
SO- How’s that going to smell? 
PT- Inaudible 
SO- the sidewalk is where? 
BM- The garbage cans are just garbage cans? 
PT- Yes. 
BM- not a grease pit or anything? 
JS- There’s a submerged grease trap, underground. 
BM- On the ground? 
JS/PT- underground. 
BM- under the ground. 
PT- yeah there’s a lid  
(Multiple comments inaudible) 
RF- You have to. 
BM- What’s it going to smell like? 
RF- It’s sealed 
JS it’s contained 
PT – It’s vented it’s got a vent that goes all the way above the roof so, no smell escapes 
LL- We have separate City regulations for grease traps 
RF- yeah 
(Inaudible multiple comments) 
SO- Are you taking in any of the sidewalk that’s there? 
PT- No he would pave it, the sidewalks not on the property, the property ends right here 
JS- inaudible 



BM- I’m assuming it’s this area right here?  
PT- yes 
MR- Pierre, we don’t have an original photograph of the building, are you making any changes to the parking? 
PT- no  
TS- Are you adding, I see on the plans you’re adding some concrete for a sidewalk right above the parking area  
PT- oh yeah we are adding a sidewalk  
TS- So you’re moving the parking spaces back? 
PT- I guess if we move the wheel stock back well still have 20 feet 
Smith- if this can’t move forward we’ll leave it  
TS- The only concern I have is you’re now backing more into the street versus- 
Smith- we don’t have to do that  
PT- we don’t have to do that, you want us to leave it just like it is? And not have the sidewalk? 
TS- That something you can talk about in planning review, not necessarily here  
PT- Ok. 
MR- So, would you have to pour concrete?  
PT- We’d actually remove concrete  
SO- And replace it with what? 
PT- Well, I’m not sure were doing it now, we’re going to have to talk to her about that but-  
Smith –we, ok let’s put this controversy away. We’re not changing the pavement well leave it exactly the way it is. 
SO- Well, I didn’t imply that you weren’t. I was just asking what you were replacing it with. 
Smith- I want this step not to be an issue, so that’s why I’m saying. We’ll leave it like it is so it won’t even be an issue.  
SO- So there’s room from the wheel stop to the - 
PT- there is a sidewalk there if that’s what you’re asking. 
SO- What’s this (inaudible) 
JS- It’s a green space. 
SO-It’s green space?  
PT-Yes, but that’s not going to be there any more, there’s a tiny little green strip. 
SO- That’s what I thought. 
PT- Yeah, and then the paving, so that’s what we’ll be using 
SO- So this is not correct. 
PT- Not exactly, I mean the parking is straight in like that but, it actually comes all the way to that point 
SO-Right, exactly  
PT- This is green  
SO-That’s what I thought, so this is the existing sidewalk? 
PT- Yeah from here to right here. 
SO – Ok, so if I get out of my car here, I’d go here, to here. If I parked here I could go to this sidewalk right here. 
PT- Yeah. 
SO- And go over. 
PT- Yep. 
JH- How many parking spots? There are currently 6 and one handicapped that’s not a lot. 
SO- There’s no lot (parking) required 
JH- How much parking is there? 
Smith- There’s no parking required. 
JH- So parking would be in the Cate square parking lot? 
PT- It’s in the CBD I don’t- if it’s called CBD anymore  
TS- (Inaudible) 
SO- So this is not correct. 
MW- Should it be initialed?  
PT- Do y’all rule on paving? 



TS-I don’t think that’s in your realm I think that’s for planning to review. 
SO –ok. 
MR- so when y’all originally reviewed the application what information you asked for was the opinion from the State, 
and you wanted the opinion of the arborist, so those were the two things y’all wanted for your consideration  
Smith- so ok were going to get an official, from the arborist who’s going to give us specifications on what we need to do 
during construction to maintain the integrity of the tree. We’ll follow that and make it a part our-  
PT- We can submit it (inaudible) 
Smith- I’ve had an informal conversation with a renowned arborist who’s an expert on live oak trees in the state of 
Louisiana he’s the go to guy, Bayou Tree Service, the go to company, he happens to be a good friend of mine. I 
mentioned the deck and water and he said that’s not a concern the oak trees are going to find the water don’t worry 
about that, but we’ll take care of everything else that needs to be done, root pruning limbs fertilizing, protecting the 
tree. And we’ll have the specs and provide that.  
JH- What about noise attenuation? Will there be loud music? At the restaurant with bands?  
SR- I’m Saul Rubio Fairway #12. I manage la Carreta restaurants. This restaurant, I mean I’m sorry if it’s making 
inconvenience for anybody (inaudible) this restaurant is going to be totally different (inaudible) it’s more quiet 
atmosphere food (inaudible) it’s a little bit less family (inaudible) you’re not going to need a bigger dumpster because 
the food will be cooked fresh. Just to give you an idea of the restaurant quiet, less tables. 
JH- What are the hours? 
SR-Dinner time. 
JH- What time do you close? 
SR- 10:00. The most important thing on this building, I’ve been reading about this guy John Desmond and I really admire 
him. The type of building represents a lot of buildings in my city in Mexico and that’s why I like this building. The other 
most important is the courtyard (inaudible) and I told Pierre and Jeff When I got the building, the most important thing 
was the trees. Of course we don’t want to damage the trees because it’s going to be an attraction for the restaurant.  
SR-The building inside is nothing to see it’s very, very damaged, different finishes, the walls are not even brick walls the- 
PT- Plaster  
SR- walls are blocks, eight by eight by sixteen. I mean they don’t work anymore. I have a building in Ponchatoula the 
brick is more than 100 years old then you cannot do anything to it, but this building the changes I will be asking will help 
my business, I mean of course nobody’s agreeing here we have to do the other way to make it work but, I don’t think it’s 
going to be changed the front of the building. I made changes on the front of my building before, and I made mistakes, 
and I apologize for that, that’s why I got professional people for you to tell  me what we’re doing with this building and 
we’re going to do it the right way and that’s why we’re here today. Thank you. 
HN- is there any further discussion? Yes sir Mr. Wong 
JW- My name is John Wong I’ve been doing business with Saul for the past 15-20 years and I understand y’all mention 
about the oak tree. I know Saul has been spending about 6,000 dollars a year to you know, preserve the oak tree at La 
Carreta, and he takes good care of it. The garbage can area, I never see nobody go hosing down the front garbage area 
they (inaudible) I don’t even do that you guys probably see his employees do that and now about the grease trap line. I 
just built a restaurant in Amite. They made the grease trap from inside your restaurant you put all the dirty grease inside 
go underground into the outside underground and we don’t smell it. They just come suck all the stuff up. I don’t 
personally travel too much, but when I do I see all the restaurants with the outside patio, and I’m sorry I’m the first one 
who started the patio outside Hammond now everybody loves it. Everybody enjoy the yard, the train, it’s a good 
atmosphere. I happen to be the neighbor of that restaurant coming up and I think it’s a good thing for the community 
you know create more tax, make the whole area beautiful, and good food, that’s all I want to say Thank you  
HN Is there any further public comment?  
JH- John Hardin I live at 211 West Charles right across from the park. My main concerns are garbage cans, traffic, and 
noise. We already have La Carreta across the street and currently we’ve got so many delivery trucks sometimes my 
driveway is blocked on Magnolia, so if we have more delivery trucks (inaudible) more noise and inconvenience. I’m still 
not clear on how the garbage cans are going to be handled. They’re going to be screened in? Mr. Wong I wasn’t clear on 



that what this gentleman was speaking about what are we going to do about the garbage cans? Are they going to be on 
Charles Street? West Charles? 
PT? - Inaudible 
Smith- I don’t know what that has to do with the (inaudible)  
JH- I’m not talking about the historic aspect,  
Smith- Well that’s what this is, historic committee. 
JH- I’m talking about the litter and the noise (inaudible) 
Smith- that’s not the preview of these people.  
JH- I’m speaking to the residential aspect not just the historic, or business aspect. People have to live in this 
neighborhood too, it’s not just about business. I’m a retired business man myself I understand business, I also 
understand residential consideration.  
PT- He’s going to screen it with a fence. 
HN- Is there space in the rear behind the restroom there to put the garbage cans back there? On the rear of the building 
where the garbage cans could go?  
PT- if he rents out the alley from John, but no not on their property. 
LL- Truthfully I share this man’s concerns because obviously I’m the City Administrator, absolutely, we have ordinances 
regarding a lot of these issues and the issues will come before Planning and Zoning and before the City Council. This 
meeting needs to address the historic issues, and needs to stay focused on those issues. 
JH-And residents too.  
LL- Correct, and public comment is good to hear in the beginning process so everybody can plan accordingly, but we will 
handle some of those issues, they are already handled by many of our ordinances, and will be handled by further review 
of the next bodies. 
JH- Thank you 
HN- Yes sir, will you please identify yourself. 
GD- Sure, my name is Greg Drude, I work for Wainwright Real Estate, and I actually represent the Alford family in the 
leasing of the building, and they are very excited about the restaurant coming in, um, the building did need work 
especially on the inside, and with the roof, and Saul is going in there and taking care of that. They had concerns about 
the trees, he is taking care of that, um, and I think that it’s going to be an asset to that area. My office building is directly 
beside it. My office will butt up to this restaurant and we’re excited about what he’s going to do in there. We’ve seen 
the plans, and we think that it’s going to be a great asset to the Downtown Neighborhood. The Alford family has looked 
for the plans in the historical archives for John Desmond trying to find the plans for this building and haven’t been Able 
to find them, and I think Jeff and them did the same thing so, everybody kind of agrees that the original building was a 
John Desmond building, although it’s difficult to be able to prove that at this point, but I think the addition that was 
added on was just like what Jeff said, it was done for functionality, if you go into to it and look at it construction is 
different, uh, on the inside and the outside, and I think if they can go in and do something that’s tasteful, opening up the 
walls, to where it’s still functional and when they’re closed it looks just like it did or, something similar to that. I can tell 
you that as a neighbor to that we certainly wouldn’t have any problem with that, and neither do the owners of the 
building.  
MR- So Mr. Drude which part of these drawings did Miss Susie and Miss Ann see? 
GD- All of them. 
MR- They saw a full set of plans with color renderings? 
GD- I mean they saw the layout of the building. 
MR- They saw full color rendering and all the drawings for the building?  
GD- They saw all the plans that were inside the building because I personally walked in and showed them to them. They 
have had no, we told them they were going to out the doors in that’s what they would like to do, they have had no issue 
with that, they’ve had no complaints and I’ve talked to- 
MR- you had that discussion with Susie, and Ann? 



GD- I’ve talked to miss Ann, and Miss Margaret is in Texas we haven’t had a face to face discussion with her, but there’s 
been no complaints about what he was going to do and, there was a rendering that was inside the building that showed 
the layout of the building, showed the layout of the patio and, tree area and, they certainly had no issue with it. 
MR- But they did not see these new drawings? They have not seen these specific drawings? 
GD- I’d be glad to bring them to her and let her see them I don’t think they’re going to have any issue with it. I mean 
they’re going to be excited that the buildings being renovated.  
MR- I think that should be a concession. 
GD- It’s going to be brought back into.  
MR- That she needs to see the new drawings, We didn’t have a new application submitted and I believe there are some 
things that do require the owners approval that are not here, and I think that- 
GD- The owner’s approval is in the lease, so, 
MR- We’re talking about our application for the review process. This is something that whenever they make a 
determination making sure the owner is fully aware is something that is important and this has changed, and I think that 
is something you all (the Commission) should take into account. 
GD- What’s Changed? 
GD- Nothing’s changed 
PT- Melanie, it’s all the same  
MR- From the original application it is different. 
RT- Inaudible. 
PT- You’re splitting hairs 
MR- When we do any other application we would require that 
GD- There’s constant changes in the construction and design process, I don’t, basically, what they’re doing is exactly the 
same as what they looked at. I had discussions with Miss Ann about the doors, she certainly had no issue with that, and 
what they’re doing is actually taking out stuff that was in the original she’s not going to have an issue with this. 
MR- But the interior, did you have a discussion with her about that?  
RT- We don’t. 
GD- The interior she has approval on because she owns the building, but it doesn’t have anything to do with what y’all 
are dealing with  
MR- Alright, it was just a question. 
GD- The building’s already zoned for what they’re going to do with it. 
MR- I understand that. 
GD- they’re not asking for any re-zoning or anything like that. 
MR- I understand. That’s just my opinion, as far as the paper work goes, that it should be reviewed by the owner 
GD- Well she has final approval over what he does because they are the owners of the building the improvements that 
he makes have to be approved by them. The problem is that this is a moving target because we are trying to make the 
Commission happy, which is important. 
MR- Well it’s about following the guidelines. 
GD- It’s difficult for them to approve a set of plans that are going to change. Once a final set of plans are done we’ll get 
approval and move forward. 
MR- As far as our paper work goes that’s my opinion. 
GD- Any other questions? Thank you. 
HN- Thank you sir, I’m going to put a motion on the table, I think that- 
MR- Are we finished with public Comment? We do have to call for public comment  
HN- Excuse me. 
JG- John Guerin 201 West Church I support the project and particularly what Jeff said earlier about returning these 
properties to commerce, and what it does for the tax revenue, what it does for employment opportunities and what it’ll 
do for the Downtown area, I’m a property owner, I own two properties downtown and I certainly understand and 
appreciate sometimes there are changes that are required to bring those properties back into the viable network of the 
Downtown properties. I would support it, when you talk about trash I’ve talked about it for quite some time as regards 



to Downtown area. I sat on the DDD board and I think that’s incumbent upon the City adding an extra day to trash pick-
up in the downtown area. Thank you  
HN- Is there any further comment? 
SO- Should the plans be noted that the screen will duplicate the existing screen? That’s not shown here. 
PT- Put it in the motion, Susan. 
So- I don’t think it needs to be put in the motion. 
JS- Well, is it on the original application as the fence? 
PT- Yeah 
JS- Well it’s the same thing. 
SO- But there were other things removed.  
JS- Right he deleted that, so it’s not deleted 
SO- So can we just be noted on the plan that there will be a duplicate trellis in regard to the motion we’re going to 
make? There should be a duplicate trellis and everything here is exactly as it’s going to be because this is landscaping, 
which I thought we did have a little say on the hardscape, but if we don’t that’s no big deal, um it’s a small thing but I 
think it needs to be noted  
Smith- Look often times we come back before you to get the approval on the basic design well come back with a color 
approval, we can come back for landscape approval, fence approval, whatever you want we can come back before you 
with those items. The main thing is to get the ball rolling, so we can finish the plans get the Fire Marshall’s approval, the 
City approval, and get the thing going, so we’ve got to get past this point first. If there are concerns you’re having we can 
come back and present those to you. 
HN- Anything further? Not hearing any, I move that the Historic District Commission accept the changes that have been 
produced by Holly and Smith for the development of a restaurant at the building is such a significant piece of Downtown 
architecture, and with the proviso, that appropriate screening of the garbage be developed, and approved with a later 
submission. Is there a second? 
BM- I second  
HN- It’s been moved and seconded 
MR- Mr. Nichols 
HN- Yes 
MR- Mrs. Owens 
SO- Yes 
MR- Mrs. Walter  
MW- Yes 
MR- Mrs. McKaskle 
BM-Yes 
MR- Mrs. Shirey 
JS- Yes, I did want to add that we did discuss it before that the exact materials can be reproduced today, and so that if at 
any time that needed to be closed up it could be replicated exactly as it is today. It’s not necessarily historic brick?  
PT-Yes 
Smith- Yes Ma’am. 
MW- I want to add that I really appreciate that you all took our concerns, because it’s our job to preserve historic 
buildings, and I feel like y’all did a good job of addressing our concerns.  
RT- You need to finish roll? 
MR- no, motion carried 
PT- Marguerite didn’t vote, did you vote Marguerite?  
JS- I was the last one to vote 
Smith- Ryan abstained  
RF- yes I abstained 
MR- Marguerite did you not vote?  
BM- we’ve already voted you can’t change anything 



JS- I didn’t change anything I just made a comment to them about (inaudible) 
RF- Can we go back through that vote one more time?  
HN- Can you tell me what the vote is now? I’m not sure 
JS- It was unanimous 
MR- Marguerite did you not vote? 
MW I think I did  
MR- Yes I have it noted that Marguerite voted, and the motion carried 
HN- Thank you gentlemen.  
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